NEW THREE-YEAR WARRANTY COVERS NIGHT-VISION CAMERAS

As a significant added-value to its full line of Night-Vision Cameras, OceanView Technologies introduces a new three-year warranty. The coverage underscores OceanView's confidence in its products' reliability and the company's dedication to serving its customers.

"Our extended warranty covers parts and labor for three years," says Mike Bader, OceanView CEO. "Coverage begins when the camera-equipped boat is purchased or commissioned by its first owner, giving boaters peace of mind. We believe so highly in the quality and integrity of our night vision cameras that we wanted to give our customers an extra vote of confidence by increasing our warranty to an industry-leading three years."

OceanView's nine cameras utilize state-of-the-art sensors such as thermal imaging, ultra-low-light and color. Waterproof and sealed against harsh marine conditions, the cameras deliver clear vision for safe sailing through total darkness, low-light conditions, torrential rain, some fog, smoke and even glaring sun.

Turning night into day, OceanView cameras deliver high-resolution images in any light or environmental conditions. The systems offer seamless integration with any marine monitor and marine electronics.

Contact OceanView Technologies, 1181 South Rogers Circle, Boca Raton, FL 33487. 954-727-5139; Fax: 954-302-2476. sales@oceanviewtech.com; www.nightboating.com.